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Dedication This PDF is dedicated to the vast memories of Caesar’s Magical Empire. I witnessed its Rise... and its Fall. What an extraordinary experience.
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Description of Effect Have you ever seen a man with three cards on the street yelling, “Find the Lady. Where’s the Queen?” Most likely, he’s playing Three Card Monte. Can you spot the Queen, or will you accidentally choose one of the indifferent cards? If you mis-choose — you lose. And if you were betting, that would change everything, wouldn’t it? Would you like to be able to do the Three Card Monte? 9



Catch 33 This e-manuscript shows you how. Do you already know how to do the Three Card Monte, and are you looking for new original sequences to perform?



Are you ready to step inside this Three Sequence Routine, where you hype in the hand, perplex with a simple table turn, and even tear an index for a startling climax? This routine will baffle the best of them. Catch 33 takes you beyond ... so far beyond ... the standard, common, Three Card Monte routine. Turn the page, and hold on...
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Introduction What is so special about Catch 33? Haven’t you seen enough Three Card Monte routines out there already? Yes, you know several — most good, but standard. Designed to fool lay people, Catch 33 will also astound many of the sharpest magicians. I constructed these sequences in a specific order. They build to a climax that should leave your audience stunned. The three standard cards used are a red Queen and two indifferent black cards. Catch 33 uses two red threes and a black seven. My reasons for using this combination will be discussed in the next chapter. Any time you want to present a Monte effect, you now have a strong routine, with a surprise ending that happens in the spectator’s hand. 11



Catch 33 Don’t act shocked if after performing this routine, spectators ask, “Have you been to Vegas?” At the risk of sounding repetitious, this routine, though fairly easy to perfect, will drop the spectators’ jaws to the floor. You will drop their jaws -- and leave them drooling for more. I am enthusiastic about these sequences. In no time, you will perform a gem. Each move offers a little sucker punch — an extra little twist to losing track of the seven. Perform this routine surrounded — at a restaurant, trade show, or private party. Insert it into a gambling demonstration. Use it when you want audience participation. Wait until you read the climax. Stronger than using paperclips, postage stamps, or even the standard bent corner, you completely rip off a corner of the black seven. The audience sees it happen, and someone even holds the torn corner. The held corner magically changes in the spectator’s hand. The seven impossibly restores itself to perfect condition on the table. Imagine such a strong finish! Are you ready to learn? Start with some secret pre-show preparation. Then you learn or review the Basic Throw (The Hype). From there, I’ll teach you The Mid-air Lay Down. This one may even fool you when you first start performing it. Your mid-routine sequence will be the Grecian Turn. 12
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What’s a Grecian Turn? It depends on how hard he or she works... From minimum wage... to... millions — just like the rest of us. Yassou !



Last, but most definitely not least, you end with Ripped. Experience my take on the classic bent corner. It’s the old plot with a twist -- and a tear.



Now, you know what you are in for. Let’s learn Catch 33.



“Live forever, or die in the attempt.” -- Joseph Heller, Catch 22,



Lee Asher
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Pre-show preparation You need: (Photo 1) -A Three of Hearts -A Three of Diamonds -Two Seven of Spades



Preparation Take one of the duplicate sevens face up and tear the upper left index off exactly as in Photo 2.



(Photo 1) 15



Catch 33 Try to tear in straight lines but don’t use scissors. The index piece, with the number and pip, should have rough edges, as if torn from its original piece.



(Photo 2)



What I think: Palming the extra piece in the first two sequences, makes Catch 33 an attractive routine. The way it’s palmed naturally fits with how the cards are normally thrown in the Monte context. Let me emphasize again, subtleties like these will fool even knowledgeable magicians.
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LeeAsher.com It should fit palmed nicely into the area of the second phalange of the third finger, as in Photo 3. Place the rest of the torn seven out of sight, and you are ready to begin.



(Photo 3)



Reasoning behind the use of 3s and a 7: Before explaining why I use the threes and a seven, please understand that you can use any combination of cards. Catch 33 calls for you to rip two cards each time you perform it. Tearing cards shouldn’t stop you from performing a strong routine, but in the end, you will rip plenty. If you change the value of the cards for each performance, you can take a long time to run through two decks. I use threes and sevens, because if you place the seven face up on top of the other face up red threes, and spread them to the left, it will spell LEE. 17



Catch 33 I use these three cards for this reason only. Feel free to use the aces instead of threes, or a queen instead of the seven. There is nothing written in stone about using only threes and the seven. I just found it amusing to use the three cards that spell my name. If your name doesn’t happen to be “Lee,” you could still use this piece of trivia. Tell your audience that a magician named LEE taught you this routine.
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Hype Retention of vision is the foundation of the Monte realm. You accomplish this with the basic throw or toss. Magicians refer to it as The Hype. You can hype out of your left hand or your right hand. For now, I’ll teach you how to hype from your right hand. If you could hype from both hands, you could fool those who know to focus on the magician’s dominant hand. Start with the cards face down on the table, with the two red threes in the outside positions and the black seven in the center. (Photo 4)
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Catch 33 Always palm the corner. Conceal it throughout the routine, even in practice. It will feel very ackward at first. With time, palming the corner will become comfortable, and you will hardly notice its presence. Using your right hand, pick up the three to your right from the table. Pinch it between your right thumb, at the lower short end of the card, and the first finger (forefinger), which touches the center at the upper short end. (Photo 5)



(Photo 5) Now, place the three on top of the tabled seven and pick it up under the red three, using the second finger and thumb. (Photo 6) Begin to rotate your wrist so the palm of your hand points to the ceiling. This displays the face of the black 20
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(Photo 6) seven and beneath it a red three. The three should be almost completely hidden by the seven. (Photo 7a, performer’s view) (Photo 7a)
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Catch 33 Photo 7b shows the spectators’ view. Don’t worry -- they can’t see the piece. A little mirror practice will convince you. (Photo 7b)



Using your other hand, pick up the remaining three with the thumb to the rear of the narrow end of the card, and the forefinger to the front. It’s the mirror image of the way you are holding the other three. (See photo 8)
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LeeAsher.com In the hype, you throw the three instead of the seven. Before progressing to the actual hype, practice real throws of the seven, as follows: Turn the right hand palm down, so the cards are face down. In the action of rotating the wrist, toss the seven to the table by releasing it from the pressure of your pointer finger. Immediately pick up the seven with the left hand, the same way you were holding it in the right hand. Rotate the left hand palm up showing the seven, the way you did with the right hand. (Photo 9)



And just the way you turned your right hand palm down, you will turn and toss with the left hand. You alternate hands each time. And each time, the seven lands face down on the table. 23
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Are you ready to throw in the secret move? Now, you do The Hype: With your right hand, pick up the seven, as you have done before. (Photo 10)



Rotate your right hand palm up, to show the face of the seven. Now, you are ready for The Hype. Turn your wrist down and release the top card. Upon letting go of the top card with your forefinger, immediately drop the finger onto the back of the remaining seven. This helps to aid the illusion that the seven has been tossed. Make sure you have practiced The Hype to mastery. Release the top card so smoothly, that it is mistaken for the seven. In the eyes of the spectator, you have thrown the seven, as before. In reality, you tossed the three in its place. (Photos 11a, 11b, and 11c) 24
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Are You Having Trouble? Turn The Page... 25



Catch 33 If the three sticks on the way off the top of the hand, then the card is getting stuck on your second finger. (Photo 12)



To correct this problem, use a bit of centrifugal force. As you turn your hand face down, allow the forefinger to move away from the second finger. Don’t make this a pronounced motion — just a little. Use the force ... to allow the top card to slide over the bottom one and onto the table (face down). Don’t develop the bad habit of making it a big motion. The force of the throw and the slight separation of the fingers allow the corner to clear the second finger. (Photo 13)
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LeeAsher.com After dropping the supposed seven (really a three) the other two cards are dropped, usually one on either side — all three face down. (Photo 14)



Practice this, so it becomes effortless, and you can throw in The Hype without hesitation. Remember, hyping should look exactly like a regular throw. If you’d like more information on The Hype, be sure to check the bibliography on page 82 for more sources.
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Mid-Air Lay Down Again, start with the cards face down on the table with the two red threes in the outside positions and the black seven in the center. Using your right hand, pick up the three to your right, from the table the way you practiced with The Hype.



Reminder: Pinch it between your right thumb, at the lower short end of the card, and the first finger, which touches the center at the upper short end. (Photo 15)
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Now place the three on top of the tabled seven and pick it up underneath the cover of the red three. Grab it, using the second finger and thumb. (Photo 16) (Photo 16)
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LeeAsher.com Begin to rotate your wrist, so the palm of your hand points to the ceiling. This displays the face of the black seven beneath a red three in the usual fashion (see Photo 17).



This time, the left hand will pick up the three with a different grip: Pick up the remaining three by sliding it toward the table edge. Grasp it at the lower right corner with your first and second fingers on top and the thumb beneath. (Photo 18)
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Catch 33 Rotate your left wrist like your right wrist, so the audience can see the face of the three. (Photo 19)



You are now going to perform two actions at almost the same time. To begin the sequence, let the three in the left hand fall back to the table face down. The key to executing this part of the technique perfectly is by allowing it to turn over as it falls off the forefinger. (Photo 20)
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LeeAsher.com This allows the red three to rotate 180 degrees clockwise, and land face down, as it falls back to the table. Open your left hand flat, as you release the card. Immediately hype the three from the right hand on the palm of the left hand. It should look as if you tossed the black seven face down onto the left hand, but you really tossed the red three. (Photo 21)



Now, simply toss the face down card in your right hand, the black seven, to the left of the card already on the table. You should end with the black seven on your left and the two red threes to the right. End this sequence by laying the card in your left hand face down on the table, all the way to the far right of the others. (Photo 22)
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You have just completed the Mid-Air Lay Down sequence and the spectator now has the choice to point to which card he or she thinks is the seven. Mathematically, a randomly chosen card will be wrong over 60% of the time. With The Hype AND The Mid-Air Lay Down, spectators will choose the seven incorrectly a lot more often. A slim chance that they will choose wisely still remains. The spectator chooses correctly, and so you move immediately into another sequence designed to have them guess incorrectly. I’ll teach you a fine one later on in this book, on page 65. For now, we will continue as if the spectator chose incorrectly. When the spectator points to one of the threes, instead of just revealing the wrong choice, I add Joey Burton’s Sosi Switch for an extra kick.
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Sosi Switch (Joey Burton)



Whichever one of the threes they choose, you are going to pick up the other three and openly switch it, so the spectator accuses you of swapping the cards. The spectator thinks you might have switched a three for a seven. He or she feels cheated, because you blatantly switch the chosen card. Pick up the non-selected three in the standard Monte grip and place it on top of the selected three, but side-jogged half its width. (Photo 23)
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Catch 33 Pinch the lower three between the second finger and thumb then lift both threes about three or four inches above the table. While raising your hand, release the top card by letting go with the first finger so it falls from your grasp and flips face up to the table. Remember, you don’t cover this action; you want to be as obvious as possible. The more apparent the switch, the better your effect. (Photos 24a - 24b)
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LeeAsher.com As soon as the three lands on the table face up, the spectator will immediately accuse you of switching the cards. The spectator believes you hold the selected card. You want to hear this accusation, because you have really exchanged the wrong selection with another wrong one. This open switch takes all focus off the actual seven. The whole time, since the last sequence ended, the seven has been sitting on the table -- to your left, . Reveal the card in your hand -- a three -- wrong again. Then, show the seven on the table -- there the whole time.



I like to say, “Oh, you thought I switched them? I did... but for the wrong card.” Then I reveal the seven on the table.
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Grecian Turn (Lee Asher & Dan Harlan) Pre-Turn Pick up all three cards, so you are in the basic start position again. The seven and a three are in the right hand with the other three in the left hand. (Photo 25)
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Catch 33 Instead of holding the three in the left hand by its lower corner, this time, hold it like the other three (as described earlier in The Hype); between your second finger and thumb. (Photo 26)



We will refer to this as a hype grip from now on. Explain to the spectator(s), you will turn the black seven horizontally onto the table while leaving the other two red threes in the normal vertical position. Show the face of the black seven, then hype the three from above to the table. Again, if you hype properly, the spectator believes the seven is on the table, face down. Immediately, make use of your left fourth finger to turn the card horizontally, on the table. Place your left pinky directly next to the lower right corner of the card and push it to the left. (Photos 27a and 27b)
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Now, drop both of the cards being held in your hands to the right of the horizontal card. (See Photo 28) Call the spectator’s attention to the supposed black seven. It is the only horizontal card; the other two are vertical. 41



Catch 33 (Photo 28)



Place your left forefinger on the right face-down card, somewhere in the center. Now place your right thumb on the center of the middle card by crossing your right hand over your left. Once you have made contact with the thumb, extend your right first finger so it touches the center of the horizontal card on the left. (Photo 29)
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The Turn I know it feels awkward, but you are now in position to make the Grecian Turn. The next two movements are done simultaneously, so they don’t look mechanical and contrived, rather rhythmic and effortless. Slide the card on the right, using the left first finger, down and underneath the other two cards and back up. It now sits in the left position. Turn your right wrist 90˚clockwise — the horizontal card in the center switches and becomes the vertical card. (Photos 30a-30c)
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Catch 33 Again, a reminder that you will do all of this smoothly, and at the same time.



Now drag the new vertical card down and to the right so the cards form a row. (Photo 31)



Again, it’s one big turn done in a singular, smooth motion, rather than in several parts. After several practice tries, you should have an understanding of the move. As before, at the end of the sequence, the actual black seven sits to the left. The horizontal card in the center and the vertical card on the right are the red threes. You have just completed the Grecian Turn sequence, and the spectator now has the choice of pointing to the seven. Remember, with even a random choice, over 60% of the time, they will guess incorrectly. However, a small percentage of the time, they will pick correctly, and then you have to perform another sequence.
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LeeAsher.com I hate to put you off once again, but we will discuss this occurrence at the end of the e-book (Page 65). I promise. For now, we will assume the spectator has chosen incorrectly, once again.
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Kaiser Con (Joey Burton)



The Kaiser Con bares a striking resemblance to the Sosi Switch, but it uses reverse psychology. Instead of blatantly switching a wrong card for another wrong card, you openly switch the chosen card (a wrong choice) for the right card, the seven. The spectator refuses your offer of help. He or she adamantly points to the original selection, left in your hand. The Kaiser Con forces the spectator to point to the wrong card. Remember, you leave the cards in the Grecian Turned Position. (Photo 32)
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Catch 33 The spectator makes a choice as to where the seven has landed. As soon as the spectator answers, pick up the seven in the left spot into the Hype grip and openly switch it for the card they chose. You really don’t have to be smooth with this switch — make it obvious, on purpose. Unlike the other open switch (Page 35), this one occurs face down. (Photo 33)



The moment you switch the chosen selection with the black seven, ask the spectator if that (pointing to the seven) was the one he (or she) wanted. The spectator again will feel cheated and accuse you of devious sleight of hand. You repeat your question, asking if (pointing to the black seven) the spectator wanted that one. (Photo 34)
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The spectator will argue with you, wanting the card you hold. Ask if he or she is sure. You finally reveal the one you are holding is a red three. Usually, out of shock, the spectator will grab for the card that you switched and reveal the black seven. If not, casually turn over the black seven for the effect to register. Now say, “That was the one you wanted.”
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Ripped Pre-Tear Gather all the cards face down and hold them at the fingertips of your left hand. Transfer the palmed piece from your right hand, to the face of the packet in your left hand. Don’t feel guilty. Get comfortable holding the small piece. Palming a piece right under their noses for the first two sequences makes for an exceptionally strong routine. Your hands never leave the spectators’ sight to steal the piece. This makes the routine seem much more impromptu and impossible.



You do remember that you have been palming the index of the second seven, through the entire routine, right? By now, it should feel natural to hold it in a finger palm.



Shove the facedown torn corner between the bottom card and the left fingers as your right hand helps turn the cards face up in your left hand. (Photo 35) 51
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(Photo 35) Your left thumb now moves to underneath the packet and pins the torn corner against the cards, so it won't fall to the floor. Your other fingers come to rest on the back of the packet in a stud poker style dealing grip, just for a moment. (Photo 36)
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LeeAsher.com Turn the whole packet over with your left hand, so the backs of the cards are facing the audience. (Photo 37)



Fan them out and look for one of the red threes, but be careful not to let the torn corner fall. Without hesitation, you are going to miscall either of the red threes for a black seven. Pluck it out from the spread, as follows.... Place your left fingers back behind the spread and your left thumb on the torn corner. (Photo 38)
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Catch 33 Now pull the corner out from underneath the right thumb and slide it onto the red three as you lift up. Place the remaining two cards, the other red three and the black seven, on the table face down, as you comment to the spectator that you are going to show them something they have never seen before. (Photo 39)
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The Tear Hold out the card in your left hand with the back facing the spectators. (Photo 40)



Move the torn corner to the upper left hand side of the red three so it covers the index and lines up with the edge of the card. (Photo 41)
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Catch 33 Use the torn corner as a guide and bend the red three slightly around it, starting at the right-hand side. (photo 42)



Once you crease the red three slightly at its upper left corner, slide the torn corner back to the center of the card, with your left thumb. Display the bend in the card to the spectators but don’t accidentally flash the face of the red three. (Photo 43)
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LeeAsher.com At this time, move the torn corner back to its guide position and proceed to tear the red three starting at the right side of the torn corner. (Photo 44)



Begin tearing all the way down to the bottom of the guide (the torn corner). Remember to try to match it exactly. Once you have torn the one side of the red three, turn the whole card 90˚ clockwise, including the guide piece. You are now holding it horizontally with the torn corner on the right. (Photo 45)
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Catch 33 Your right hand fingers hold the three at the upper outer right corner and the thumb pins the torn corner to the face. Tear down the left side of the torn corner, again using it as a guide, but make sure you don’t tear the red three index all the way off. (Photo 46)



(Photo 46) For this phase to have the most effect, the piece must be left hanging. With your left fingers, pinch the lower left corner of both the torn corner and the newly ripped red three corner, so you have control of both of them. Your right hand now turns thumb down, with your palm facing the spectator. You grab the outer right corner with your thumb on the back of the card and your fingers are on the front, holding the two torn corners together. (Photo 47)
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Basically, you just rotated your wrist so you can now turn the torn corners over facing the audience. Twist the corners and then release the whole card from your left hand, so the card just dangles from the corner you are holding. Keep in mind; the audience has not seen the black seven in some time. Showing the corner of the black seven, subtley convinces without overtly saying it. (Photo 48)
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Catch 33 Now detach the corner along with the original guide corner, as if plucking it off the card. (Photo 49)



Place the card on the table with the left hand and then gesture with it for the spectator to hold out his or her hand palm up. As she holds out her hand, take this opportune moment to switch the black seven corner for the red three corner. The switch is surprisingly simple! Right before you make the switch, squeeze the two pieces together, so they stick to your fingers. (Photo 50)
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LeeAsher.com Now, in one action, rotate the right wrist so your palm is down, and bend your second finger into your fist. The black seven corner will stick to your second finger and the red three corner will stick to your thumb. (Photo 51)



Immediately, move your first finger onto the red three corner. It should look as if you simply turned the piece face down . (Photo 52)
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Catch 33 Done correctly, you will fool yourself, this switch is so smooth. Drop the switched index onto the spectator’s outstretched hand and tell her to hold it. Make sure you drop the torn piece onto the center of her palm. If you place the piece on the fingertips, she could more easily flip the piece over before you want her to. (Photo 53)



Now, retain the original guide piece in your hand. I prefer to ditch the piece in my pocket. Assemble the cards and mix them in a haphazard fashion in your hands. Lay them down on the table, so the torn card is on your left.
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LeeAsher.com Casually rest your hand over the torn part of the card, as if you were going to hide it. Now ask the spectator to select the black seven. (Photo 54)



With a very light moment such as this, hopefully some laughter will occur. Before anyone has a chance to choose, turn over the torn card and explain, if she had picked this one, she would have been wrong. Without delay, the spectator will turn over the piece in her hand and reveal the missing corner of the red three to the rest of the audience. As she turns the index over, flip the two other cards face up and show the seven in perfect condition. Either match the torn pieces yourself, or hand it to the spectator, so she can verify that the pieces match. (Photo 55) 63



Catch 33



(Photo 55)



They will indeed match and now you take your bow. Catch 33 Monte Routine — well done. First the move to save you, if they choose the right card. After that, the True Story...



Do you want to learn more about ripped corners, bent corners, and Three-Card Monte endings? Refer to the Bibliography on page 82. There are should be enough sources to keep you busy for awhile.
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Bonus Throw: It’s the Black, not the Red You Are Looking For Hold all three cards in the standard Monte position. Grip the left hand card face down, and the right hand’s cards face up. (Photo 56)
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Catch 33 The left forefinger points to the black seven. (Photo 57)



Once again, two actions have to occur at the same time. As you hype the three in the right hand over the seven, you also turn the three in the left hand face up. (Photo 58)
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LeeAsher.com As the left three turns face up, and you have released the right three, your forefinger on the right hand immediately points to the left three. (Photo 59)



Throw the face up three in the left hand face down to the right of the already tabled card (three). The right hand, holding the seven face down, immediately picks up the three that you just threw. Use your thumb and middle finger, as in the regular Hype. (Photo 60)
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Catch 33 Show the three, face up — with the seven hidden beneath. Be careful not to flash the seven. As you show the first three, your left hand picks up the tabled three. The left forefinger points to the face up three in the right hand. (Photo 61)



Hype the seven down onto the table, as you show the three face up in the left hand. Make sure you hype the seven to your left. (Photo 62)
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LeeAsher.com The left three gets thrown face down to the right, leaving a space in the middle. (Photo 63)



And you throw the last card onto the table, in the center of the other two cards. (Photo 64)
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Catch 33 If you do this move correctly, the spectators see a red three fall to the left, and another drop immediately to the right, leaving a space in the middle. You push the third card into the center spot immediately after dropping the first two. They think it must be the black card, since everyone just saw the two red cards. Fooled again.



Suggested Patter You are looking for the black seven, (Hype the three instead of dropping the seven.)



... not the red threes. (Turn left hand palm up, exposing a three.) (Pick up the tabled card with the right hand, and turn it palm up again, then you say...)



Remember, not the red threes -- you want the black seven. (Do the first two throws as you say “red threes.” Say black seven, as you throw the last card to the table, in the center.)
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Catch 33- The TRUE story I appreciate truly functional routines, like Catch 33. It works. In fact, let me tell you a story, a true story, as true stories go, about how Catch 33 helped me land a longterm job on The Las Vegas Strip. Go back to June of 1996, in Las Vegas. It was hot. Not having a job made me anxious. Caesar’s Magical Empire would open in two weeks. I ached to perform there — I could taste it. Caesar’s, quite possibly the greatest magic venue to work in, was in my ‘back yard.’ To allow staff to train with live people, many Vegas shows and attractions open several weeks early. 71



Catch 33 Most of the time, the entertainment director goes out into the casino and either will hand out a bunch of free tickets (comps) to casino/hotel guests or personally walk people into the attraction. You’d better believe I tried to be there every day, to get comp tickets! After I wore out my ‘comp welcome,’I had to figure another way in to the Magic Empire. I made use of the ‘tickets are at will-call’ scam.... While approaching the ticket counter, I realized all the help manually organized the tickets without the aid of a computer. Ahh, new ticket agents! This crew had very little experience. Good. With a very confidant voice, I would say my name and briefly mention that my ticket should be in the VIP stack. I saw dozens of stacks — each with 20-30 tickets. The tickets themselves did not have the specific name of the person using it. The ticket agents had several lists of names to wade through. After several minutes of searching for a nonexistent name, the agent would start to get antsy and a bit frustrated. As soon as the uncomfortable feeling came over her, I would hold up my cell phone and say,”...I just got a call from (Drop in Caesar’s Magical Empire Entertainment Director’s name) and he told me to rush right down.” This combination of visual and auditory stimuli — holding up the cell phone, and the audio confirmation of me saying the entertainment director ’s name, as if I knew him on a personal level — would usually make the ticket agent believe me.
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LeeAsher.com She would then grab a ticket from one of the stacks and hand it to me. Enter, Lee Asher. Other times, my good friend Joey Burton — a performing magician at Caesar’s, would sneak me through the back door of the Empire when audiences let out. Riskier, yes, but the risk added a great adrenalin rush before the magic show!



(Lee Asher and Aaron Fisher filming for The Discovery Channel)



Once I was in the Empire, I started familiarizing myself with the grounds and also began to get to know the managers. Most importantly, I became friendly with the director of entertainment. I made several attempts at butt kissing, friendly gestures, other sycophantic behavior, I even tried some simple Neuro-Linguistic-Programming. Nothing worked. It looked as if Caesar’s Magical Empire didn’t want me. Sitting at one of the bars, I drank my depression away (with a fake ID). As I sat there, I realized if the Empire 73



Catch 33 ran 2,400 people through a day, the halls to the shows might become congested. If I could figure a way to explain the flow problems I foresaw to the Entertainment Director, and then figure a way to combat these problems, I might have a job. I returned home and worked all night without a break, to find a suitable character for the Magic Empire. My character could help ease the lines and waits into the shows. I developed my Caesar’s alter ego — Cardius Sharkus — and then went on to develop Catch 33. It occurred to me that with timed waits and two bars within close vicinity, I could not only entertain but help sell drinks. In my plan, I would throw the Monte for the customers. If they happened to guess correctly, they would earn a free drink. This would promote a lot of bar business. Oh, what a plan! I knew management would love this idea and might notice, I was trying not only to help myself, but the Empire as well. This would surely land me a job at my dream place. I spent the rest of the night preparing for the launch the next day. Oh yes, I also spent time practicing my new Catch 33 routine. On June 16, 1996, at about 3 pm Las Vegas time, I made my way down to the Magic Empire. Imagine how I felt... With concepts in hand and a deck of cards, I sought out 74



LeeAsher.com the Entertainment Director. I sat him down in the bar and proceeded to explain everything I had thought of within the last 24 hours. I must have spoken for about 33 minutes before he cut me off and said, “Sorry Lee, we don’t have any money in the budget for another performer right now, but you are high on the list, if we do get some money.” I was crushed. Everything I had wanted and worked for quickly evaporated. I couldn’t do anything else about it. Feeling disappointed, I left my phone number with the Entertainment Director and left the building. I headed straight home, and on the way, I even broke a tear. Have you ever had that feeling where you just don’t understand why you didn’t get the job? I thought I would take my place at Caesar’s, performing magic. Having the manager turn me down for a job was one of the worst feelings I have ever had. I felt defeated without a golden bridge to retreat across. As I entered my apartment, I fell to the couch in defeat. I thought of where I messed up, and how I could fix it. In retrospect, I never did anything wrong (other than sneaking in a bunch of times, oh yeah, and ... drinking on a fake ID). I shouldn’t have criticized myself. About fifteen minutes after returning home, my phone rang. The Entertainment Director called, wanting to thank me for my time. He also wanted to tell me my 75
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ideas were very good, and he needed someone like me to work there. I reminded him of the tight budget, but he interrupted and mentioned he had ... a small budget ... to siphon from, if needed. He then went on to describe a very important party occurring the next day at the Flamingo Hilton’s VIP pool. The Magical Empire would showcase its top talent. The Entertainment Director mentioned most of the Caesar’s Palace executive staff would attend (CEOs and CFOs). He said if I impressed those gentlemen, I would have a job. I hung up the phone and began to work. I must have practiced all night and into the next morning before going to bed. Can you guess one of the routines I practiced? I woke in the late afternoon of the 17th. In a few hours, at 7pm, I would give the best performance ever, for the gig of a lifetime. Was I nervous? Absolutely, but fortunately my good pal Joey Burton would work the party with me. We had to report to the Magical Empire first for costuming, before heading down to the Flamingo. Caesar’s gave me a simple white toga, black belt, and a red velvet cape. When fully dressed, I looked like ®Little Caesar from the national pizza chain ®Little Caesars. Joey was dressed in 76



LeeAsher.com a more ornate purple velvet robe. We grabbed our outfits and headed to the Flamingo Hilton. As soon as we arrived, we realized the scale of this party. There were hundreds of people, mostly hotel and casino executives, dressed in fine suits and tuxedos with their trophy wives at their sides. Joey and I made our way through the crowd over to where the Caesar’s Palace station was setup.



(Lee Asher as Cardius Sharkus, performing with the automatomic skeletons, Habeas and Corpus)



The moment we arrived, the Chief Financial Officer of Caesar’s Palace approached and questioned us as to who we were. We explained to him that we represented the Magical Empire, Caesar's new theme park attraction. He then looked us over and asked in a disbelieving tone if we performed magic. 77



Catch 33 Immediately, Joey and I turned around, each gathered a crowd, and performed our hearts out. In retrospect, Joey already had the job, so he didn't sweat the way I did. When the excitement calmed down, I turned around and walked over to the CFO and started performing for him. I closed my set with Catch 33. Near the end of the routine, I did the haphazard toss of the cards. After I placed the index in the CFO’s hand, he said outloud,"IF THAT'S NOT THE SEVEN, I AM GOING TO SH*T!" Now, for a very educated, well mannered man, this was certainly out of character. He was so enthralled with Catch 33, that he relaxed his professional guard. When he turned over the index in his hand, he threw it as if it were on fire. Needless to say, I got the job and continued to work at Caesar’s Magical Empire for the first seven months of the inaugural year. I owe a good part of my working the Magical Empire to Catch 33 and the rest to Joey Burton for opening the Empire door. Thank you. As a side note, I also performed Catch 33 on Canadian television for the Discovery Channel. I took part in a 50 episode series filmed in Las Vegas. They featured me in three episodes. It never aired in the United States of America, but I hear it plays every year in Canada. I have seen the episodes I am on, including the one with Catch 33. 78



LeeAsher.com I received a bunch of Canadian emails about Catch 33, but I always had to explain, that the routine had never appeared in print -- until now.



The End
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Conclusion Catch 33 has a rich history, and I am proud to share it with you. I hope you get as much use out of it as I have. If you feel you can use a piece of this routine, I am grateful. My ideas are just ideas until you place them in motion. Enjoy.



Cheers, Lee Asher
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Lee Asher 1409 Oak Patch Rd Apt A-7 Eugene, Or 97402 USA



[email protected]



www.LeeAsher.com
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